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The implementation of the Payment Services Directive 2 in Europe, 
and open banking more generally across the globe, has led to a 
plethora of new entrants the marketplace with evolving business 
models, challenging both the incumbent banks and incumbent 
financial technology companies. The complex marketplace is fast- 
moving and difficult to keep abreast of. 

This whitepaper, based on extensive market research by Arkwright, is 
a snapshot of the open banking value chain in the EU today, exploring 
the areas of heightened competition, such as data access, data pro-
cessing and data presentation, activity and investment. It also looks 
at how competition and profit margin compression is driving consol-
idation in the marketplace, and predicts a potential commoditisation 
of components in the open banking value chain. 

It is important that investors, providers and buyers of open banking 
solutions understand the dynamics of the value chain to develop a 
successful strategy in future — this whitepaper provides the insight 
needed for such an endeavour.

Joy Macknight
Managing editor, The Banker
Financial Times publication

FOREWORD
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PSD2 entered into force in January 2018 and its objectives included 
increasing competition in the banking industry by lowering barriers to 
entry and enabling two new business models: those of the Account 
Information Service Provider (AISP) and the Payment Initiation Ser-
vice Provider (PISP). While the concept of aggregation and payment 
initiation are not new, the regulation has reignited a growth phase for 
services that were previously only niche propositions within the wider 
financial-services industry. As a consequence, the Open Banking val-
ue chain has seen more choice and a greater variety of propositions 
as well as an increasing number of suppliers entering the market, in 
particular with Data Access, Data Processing and Data Presentation 
solutions. 

While carrying out projects in this field over the past three years, 
Arkwright has developed a catalogue of providers that have not only 
increased in number — 131 providers operating in Europe as of the 
end of January 2020 — but have also expanded their reach horizon-
tally across the Open Banking value chain by establishing one-stop-
shop Open Banking solutions. More recently, Arkwright observed a 
further increase in the competitive intensity within the Open Banking 
space: this time because major providers of incumbent technology 
and processing providers to the wider financial services industry 
have been expanding into the Open Banking value chain, in particular 
in the Data Access and Data Processing steps. 

While assisting banks in selecting vendors, it was also observed that 
APIs, one part of the Open Banking value proposition, were starting 
being offered on a freemium basis as a way of encouraging custom-
ers to engage with the wider Open Banking proposition. In parallel to 
this there has been an increase in the number and size of providers 
operating in the three major steps of the Open Banking value chain. 
Price compression that is taking place in some steps to the point 
of hinting at potential commoditisation, together with an increasing 
selectiveness of decisions to invest in fintech providers. Arkwright’s 
work and research has led to three working hypothesis that may be 
relevant to providers and buyers of Open Banking solutions as well as 
to investors alike. 

THE OPEN BANKING 
VALUE CHAIN HAS SEEN 
MORE CHOICE AND 
A GREATER VARIETY 
OF PROPOSITIONS 
AS WELL AS AN 
INCREASING NUMBER 
OF SUPPLIERS ENTERING 
THE MARKET

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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INCREASED COMPETITION, 
PRICE COMPRESSION 
AND COMMODITISATION 
ARE LIKELY TO 
POLARISE THE SUPPLY 
SIDE OF THE MARKET 

More specifically, these are: 

1. The European Open Banking industry is starting to show signs 
of consolidation that are typical of a maturing industry, with 
an expected increase in the development of “one stop shop” 
propositions. In this context, should consolidation happen, the 
“partnership” approach that some providers have taken over the 
last three years may lead to unexpected situations — e.g. the 
sourcing of services or technology from providers that are taken 
over by competitors. 

2. Increased competition and the entrance and establishment of 
larger players appear to have triggered price compression and 
the potential commoditisation of some components of an Open 
Banking proposition. Single solution suppliers may find them-
selves at a commercial disadvantage versus larger suppliers able 
to offer bundled solutions and to lessen their customers’ integra-
tion burden. 

3. The above, together with the increasing European demand for 
Open Banking solutions that has not yet peaked, are likely to po-
larise the supply market between specialist providers focused on 
specific steps of the value chain and large technology providers 
whose reach expands well beyond the Open Banking value chain. 
Under these conditions, superior capabilities along with defend-
able proprietary functionality and technology, and rapid inter-
national expansion, may be the most viable strategy for smaller 
players to remain competitive. 
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INTRODUCTION

PSD2 entered into force in January 2018 and its objectives included 
increasing competition in the banking industry by lowering barriers to 
entry and enabling two new business models: those of the Account 
Information Service Provider (AISP) and the Payment Initiation Ser-
vice Provider (PISP).

While these were not entirely new business models, as account 
aggregation solutions and payments interfaces were first introduced 
in the late 1990s1 and early 2000s, they were previously operated 
on the basis of screen scraping or different data access and collec-
tion technologies other than APIs. These were based on customers 
sharing their access credentials and potentially constituting a breach 
of customers’ safekeeping obligations in addition to having limited 
applicability in case of second factor authentication.  

PSD2, practically a “partial”2 enabler to Open Banking in Europe, has 
brought the interface-based value proposition from being a niche 
within the overall financial service industry to the forefront. It enables 
authorised third parties to access the information held by banks and 
initiate a payment out of account-held funds with banks being obliged 
to provide access through API connectivity. 
As a consequence, banks have endeavoured to meet API data access 
requirements and achieve compliance since the publication of the 
final version of the PSD2 in the Official Journal of the European Union 
in December 2015. 

PSD2 is expected to trigger a shift in the balance of competitive 
positions within the European banking industry, with a range of new 
value propositions expected to be taken to market by new entrants 
and incumbents alike. While originating in Europe, at least as a term 
implying regulatory initiatives that mandate access to banking infra-
structure through APIs, this is now a nearly-global phenomenon within 
the financial services industry worldwide. 

WHILE ORIGINATING 
IN EUROPE, AT LEAST 
AS A TERM IMPLYING 
REGULATORY INITIATIVES 
THAT MANDATE ACCESS TO 
BANKING INFRASTRUCTURE 
THROUGH APIS, THIS 
IS NOW A NEARLY-GLOBAL 
PHENOMENON WITHIN 
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INDUSTRY WORLDWIDE 

1 E.g. in Germany, the processor HBCI developed the account-to-account API standard 
FinTS proposition in 1995 and launched it in 1998.
2 In other geographies the scope of the regulatory Open Banking mandate includes a 
wider range of products including lending, savings, insurance, etc. The scope of PSD2 is 
limited to account transaction information and payment initiation.
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PSD2 HAS BROUGHT 
THE INTERFACE-BASED 
VALUE PROPOSITION 
FROM BEING A 
NICHE WITHIN THE 
OVERALL FINANCIAL 
SERVICES USER-
EXPERIENCE INDUSTRY 
TO THE FOREFRONT 

Amongst diverging views about the monetisation potential of Open 
Banking, in particular from a banking perspective, much has been 
written about the threats and opportunities entailed for incumbents 
and new entrants alike. Aside from the earlier aggregation models 
that operated as a niche service, most value propositions are still 
“work in progress” and major success cases are generally lacking.

Nonetheless, PSD2’s “near” Open Banking mandate has triggered 
the rapid growth of a new value chain that, while pre-existing the 
PDS2 regulation, would not have been as significant in terms of value, 
bursting with activity and crowded by technology and solutions pro-
viders riding a growing business wave.

In the past three years, Arkwright has been commissioned by banks 
and banking industry providers to support the development of Open 
Banking strategies as well as to work on implementation challenges. 
As part of its work, Arkwright has produced a catalogue of players 
operating within the European Open Banking value chain, which 
helped in monitoring the development of the value chain over the 
past two years. This has triggered the development of a number of 
working hypotheses on the evolution of, and possible future trends 
within, the Open Banking value chain, providing Open Banking suppli-
ers, customers and investors alike with a basis for debate. 
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Far from introducing anything radically new, PSD2 was intended to 
enable more intense widespread competition within the financial ser-
vices industry. It has accelerated the growth of a new sub-industry 
of suppliers that have moved from niche to mainstream within a very 
short period of time. 

A functional representation of the Open Banking value chain is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Based on Arkwright’s experience, it is possible to 
distinguish several steps, each with a different degree of competitive 
intensity. 

THE OPEN BANKING 
VALUE CHAIN 

RETAIL AND
SME AISP
PROVIDERS

DATA
PRESENTATION
INTERFACES

DATA
PROCESSING
SERVICES

DATA ACCESS
INTERFACES

API
STANDARDS

API DIRECTORY

CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY

TP
P 
RE
GI
ST
ER

RETAIL AND SME
PISP PROVIDERS

OTHER (NON AISP/PISP)
RETAIL AND SME SOLUTIONS

PROVIDERS

Fig. 1 — Open Banking Value Chain
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 DISTRIBUTORS OF OB
 SERVICES TO FINAL
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3 Only a number of countries in Europe have API standards and there is currently no 
pan-European API standard. APIs have been in use for over 15 years and pre-PSD2 / 
older API standards are still in use in some countries. This may constitute a barrier to 
new entrants and to cross-border operativity as well as providing an opportunity for API 
translation solutions.
4 The three steps, otherwise referred to as categories, cover the three main typologies 
of services within the Open Banking value chain. While they cover the main areas of ac-
tivity, they do not provide a fully comprehensive view of the entire typology of solutions 
such as API development and management platforms or vendors with solutions that, 
while not falling into any of the categories, have been profiled by Arkwright as providing 
technologies and solutions that are complementary to Open Banking.    

Steps like “Defining API Standards” and “TPP Registries” are consid-
ered to have low competitive intensity; these are often3 operated by 
banking associations and national regulators providing the frame-
work for interfaces and the registration, access right entitlement and 
validation needed for PSD2 data access. New entrants, or fierce
rivalry within these steps, are generally rare given the consensus and
wider industry acceptance requirement that only few players — e.g. a
regulatory-driven initiative or a banking consortium — can achieve. 

Conversely, a high degree of competitive intensity can be observed 
in other steps of the value chain. Within these value-proposition clus-
ters, providers of technology and services to banks and to AISP/PISP 
touchpoints are numerous and increasing. Based on Arkwright’s ex-
perience, these services are clustered in three different steps of the 
value-chain: Data Access, Data Processing and Data Presentation. 
Further details about the activities of each of these4, together with 
illustrative reference to some of the players operating in each step, 
are described in Table 1 on page 13.
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DATA ACCESS

Data Access technology and related services suppliers 
offer API and API related solutions needed to interface 
and connect between systems. While APIs application 
are pervasive and not limited to the financial services 
industry, in the context of Open Banking, APIs enable ac-
cess to financial data (e.g. account balance, transaction 
history, account owner information, etc.).

DATA PROCESSING

Data processing includes a analytics solutions that, de-
pending on the supplier, have different degrees of sophi-
stication (e.g. AI) and reach. The applications range from 
transaction categorization, user and user transaction 
behavioural profiling, events and probability triggers, cre-
dit scoring and other insight and analytics related to the 
analysis of account transactions datasets. A number of 
providers in this space integrates transaction informa-
tion with other proprietary e non proprietary information 
providing output suitable to a variety of value added so-
lutions.

DATA PRESENTATION

Data Presentation include a range of application aimed for 
end-customer use. These range from retail (e.g. Personal 
Financial Management (PFM)) to small business (e.g. Bu-
siness Financial Management (BFM) or accounting solu-
tions) applications. These have the scope of presenting the 
data to the customer in an more user-friendly format, often 
enriched by value added such as budget-setting functiona-
lity, transaction alerts, spending patterns insights, financial 
education related content, multi-account aggregated ba-
lance and transaction views, etc.  

Table 1 — Open Banking value chain, selected steps.
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It came as little surprise during the past three years of observations 
that the number of technical providers active across the Open Bank-
ing value chain increased constantly.

As of January 2020, they have reached a total of 73 providers5 operat-
ing in the European region and competing within the market for Open 
Banking APIs, transaction categorisation and analytics, and cus-
tomer-interface solutions. As part of Arkwright’s supplier catalogue, 
which was developed across a number of competitive assessments 
and of vendor selection exercises, these have been profiled with 
regards to a multitude of factors: geographical reach and coun-
tries of regular operations and targeted expansion; number of bank 
customers; stage of company maturity; number of employees; and 
finally their targeted positioning within the Open Banking value chain 
including details about their actual value proposition. 

This profiling made it possible to observe (1) how the number of 
players active in each step increased over time, but also (2) how each 
provider’s offering has changed over time in terms of extension of 
solution and services provided and of countries of operation.
Clustering the providers on the basis of their value proposition pro-
vides an illustration of their numerical distribution across the three 
steps of the value chain. This is represented in Fig. 2 on page 15.

THE NUMBER OF 
TECHNICAL PROVIDERS 
ACTIVE ACROSS THE 
OPEN BANK ING VALUE 
CHAIN INCREASED 
CONSTANTLY 

5 Comprising commercial providers, excluding very early-stage start-ups that are not 
yet supplying customers, and non-European companies not, or not yet, providing Open 
Banking-related solutions or services to European-based customers.

SUPPLIER INTENSITY 
AND HORIZONTAL EXPANSION 
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This is an industry snapshot as of January 2020 and it is expected 
to continue evolving over time as the industry progresses along its 
maturity lifecycle. 

The first reflection that emerges from the numbers in the figure 
concerns the competitive intensity across the three steps. Data 
Access is by far the area in which the supply side offers most choice 
to customers. This is despite the fact the other two steps — Data 
Processing and Data Presentation — provide a much wider range of 
features and capabilities that drive the actual differentiation in terms 
of quality and depth of transaction-based insights, relevance and 
user experience. 

Over the course of the last three years there has been a constant 
increase in offerings — in absolute terms — in particular in the fields 
of Data Access and Data Processing as providers expanded across 
the value chain. 

Fig. 2 — Number of technology and service 
providers in Europe within selected steps of 
the Open Banking value chain as of January 
2020.

DATA ACCESS 

68 PLAYERS 38 PLAYERS 27 PLAYERS

DATA PROCESSING DATA PRESENTATION

12 PLAYERS

4 PLAYERS21 PLAYERS

25 PLAYERS

10 PLAYERS

1 PLAYER
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This is particularly the case of the Data Access step of the value 
chain with financial services and payment processing providers 
expanding complementarily downstream to the provision of API 
entering the Open Banking value chain, in addition to fintech and 
incumbent providers expanding horizontally, as illustrated in Fig.3. 

The expansion dynamics are not limited to incumbents entering 
the Open Banking value chain but also to Open Banking providers 
expanding their reach to wider processing solutions. M&A activity is 
also starting to pull together these solutions. 

Fig. 3 — Solution expansion dynamics within 
the Open Banking value chain.

CROSS-STEP EXPANSION OF OPEN BANKING
SOLUTIONS PROVIDERS TO OTHER PARTS OF THE

OPEN BANKING VALUE CHAIN

EXISTING SUPPLIERS OF BANKING PLATFORM 
AND PROCESSING SOLUTIONS ENTERING 
THE MARKET FOR DATA ACCESS OFFERINGS

EXISTING SUPPLIERS OF ANALYTICS, 
PROFILING AND CREDIT SOLUTIONS 
ENTERING THE MARKET FOR DATA 
PROCESSING OFFERINGS

DATA ACCESS DATA PROCESSING DATA PRESENTATION
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For example, this is the case of the acquisition of Figo by Finreach6. 
This can be regarded as an addition to an increasing presence of 
large technology providers (e.g. core banking, payment hub and 
processing platforms providers) expanding to become providers of 
API solutions and thereby joining the ranks of fintechs already active 
in the Data Access step. 

This trend towards expansion and increasing competition in par-
ticular became more prominent during the course of the past 12 
months.   

The above dynamic has to be considered in the context of bank cus-
tomers buying more than one solution in the Data Access category in 
parallel, often for different connectivity purposes or with a focus on 
different banking systems or parts thereof. This also happens in the 
Data Processing solution category, albeit much less frequently than 
it does within the Data Processing step, and, on very rare occasions, 
in the Data Presentation space. The latter is particularly the case for 
some banking groups using different Data Presentation solutions for 
their subsidiaries in different countries.

6 https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/33470/german-startups-figo-and-finreach-to-merge.

THIS TREND TOWARDS 
EXPANSION AND 
INCREASING COMPETITION 
IN PARTICULAR BECAME 
MORE PROMINENT DURING 
THE COURSE OF THE PAST 
12 MONTHS 

Fig. 4 — Change in the number of technology 
and service providers in Europe within 
selected steps of the Open Banking value 
chain between 2016 and 2019.

+37% +36% +30%

DATA ACCESS DATA PROCESSING DATA PRESENTATION

+50%

+33%+50%

+19%

+13%
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The expansion from one step of the value chain into others is taking 
place through organic expansion as well as through partnerships and 
acquisitions. Fig. 5 provides an illustrative sample of some of the 
inorganic expansion moves that have been observed recently.

While the increase in number of players in each step of the value 
chain has accelerated, growth rates differ across the range of value 
propositions: the main increase in providers was observed in the Data 
Access and Data Processing categories. 

Fig. 5 — M&A & partnership deals in the API 
aggregator space.
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The essence of Open Banking is far from being a new concept, with 
payment interfaces and account aggregation solutions in existence 
since the early 2000s, when Egg and eWise established their account 
aggregation and PFM propositions. Some, like Egg, suffered adverse 
fortunes but others, such as eWise and Mint, have been joined over 
time by other solution providers addressing a niche segment of end 
users. First Direct was the first bank entering this space, followed 
over time by a number of fintech organisations. The PSD2 regulation 
has given a renewed push to aggregation propositions that are now 
becoming, at least from the industry’s perspective, mainstream. 

Pre-PSD2, the “pre-Open Banking” value propositions were operating 
on the basis of data accessed through screen scraping technology, 
relying on customers sharing their financial services account log-in 
details with their aggregation providers. The European regulation 
introduced a number of new factors such as the following: 

a) the compulsory roll-out of APIs as an interface for data access 
by organisations holding accounts,  

b) compliance status of non-financial TPPs that are now operating 
under a regulatory framework, and  

c) mandating secured customer authentication provisions (other-
wise referred as SCA) for online transactions. The impact of this 
change is not yet fully manifested as secured authentication is 
still in the earlier phases of implementation.

THE PSD2 REGULATION 
HAS GIVEN A RENEWED 
PUSH TO AGGREGATION 
PROPOSITIONS THAT ARE 
NOW BECOMING, AT LEAST 
FROM THE INDUSTRY 
PROVIDERS’ FOCUS, 
MAINSTREAM

OPEN BANKING INDUSTRY 
STAGE OF MATURITY 
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These factors have impacted the industry in three ways:  

1. Shaken a niche fintech-driven industry and made it potentially 
mainstream by forcing incumbent financial services to consider 
acting strategically and commercially on it, either on the basis of 
proactive or defensive market priorities.  

2. Brought the opportunities related to access to bank held account 
funds and transaction data to the attention of non-financial 
services incumbents. Their ensuing activity, in addition to that 
of financial services providers, is leading to a range of new value 
propositions being taken to market and it has driven a renewed 
demand for Open Banking technical platforms and solutions. 

3. Provided an additional, potential, confidence factor for con-
sumers by the introduction of the authorised TPP license for 
non-banking players.

From Arkwright’s perspective, this has practically re-ignited the 
industry’s growth trajectory, making it more attractive for new players 
and increasing its potential as a platform for the development of 
transaction information-based propositions — e.g. credit-scoring 
models, account aggregation, etc. In the medium term, aggregation 
and account-interface models have the potential to move from being 
a niche within the financial services industry to potentially becoming 
core to value propositions, and ultimately have their growth accel-
erated. Fig. 6 provides a graphical illustration of this “re-ignition” 
working hypothesis. 

Alongside the increased activity in Open Banking, over the course of 
the last year Arkwright has observed some new dynamics that were 
not observed before: 

Fig. 6 — Illustrative examples of M&A 
activity within the Open Banking value chain.

IM
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a) Major technology- and service-providers entering the Open 
Banking provision space — with such increase in investment and 
with large incumbent technology and financial services providers 
entering the market. This will likely imply an acceleration in the 

 establishment of “one-stop-shop” offerings as well as potential 
polarisation in a market where there is an increasing gap between 
small, single-solution new entrants, and large multinational 

 operators. 

b) Propositions used as commercial incentives within bundled 
 solutions — while the demand for API platforms and connectivity 
 continues to increase almost universally across the industry, 
 in the Open Banking space it has been possible to observe, 
 in a few instances, large Open Banking providers offering APIs 
 on a freemium basis as an incentive to customers to buy into 
 a larger value proposition. While APIs, once successfully deployed 

and integrated, provide agility to a bank’s infrastructure, they are 
proving difficult and investment-intensive to implement, ultimately 
confronting customers with high barriers to exit and substitution. 
This implies that larger players with a wider proposition, established 
non-Open Banking commercial relationships and ability to invest/
subsidise can gain commercial competitive advantage versus 

 single solution providers.  

c) Increasing selectiveness of investment decisions and diminish-
ing availability of capital — while “Investment in Europe’s tech 
startups surged 40 percent to a record $34.3 billion this year”7, 
discussions with fintech and institutional investors are pointing 
to the fact that, while the payments and fintech start-ups are still 
attracting significant investment, this is becoming more selective. 
Investors are now paying more attention to midterm economic 
sustainability rather than pure client base growth. As the industry 
heads for earlier maturity, it could be expected that liquidity 

 and cash flow will become even more relevant as scale, asset 
value and size of franchise in driving which side of an M&A deal 

 a company may end up to.

7 https://www.rudebaguette.com/en/2019/11/investment-in-europes-tech-startups-surged-
40-percent-to-a-record-34-3-billion-this-year/.
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The above to points together imply that the Open Banking supply 
chain is nearing a phase of early maturity with large suppliers that 
would, in the medium term, be able to position themselves as po-
tential industry consolidators. While the overall market demand is 
expected to keep being sustained as regulatory requirements will be 
met and as Open Banking will evolve into more sophisticated eco-
system propositions there are questions about the timing and the 
characteristics of the companies that will lead the consolidation as 
the industry(s) to an early maturity stage. Large providers and incum-
bent technology and service providers appear to be well-positioned 
for such an opportunity. 

THE OPEN BANKING 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
IS NEARING A PHASE 
OF EARLY MATURITY
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WORKING HYPOTHESIS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 

Arkwright’s observation and analysis of the Open Banking industry as 
well as of how players have evolved has led to three working hypoth-
eses. These can serve as a point of reference for considering possi-
ble development scenarios for the industry and as a framework for 
further future reflections. These include: 

Vertical consolidation — should the industry keep following the same 
trend observed in the past 12 to 18 months, it is reasonable to expect 
further expansion of providers across the value chain (Data Access, 
Data Processing and Data Presentation) that will lead to an increas-
ing number of large “one-stop shop” Open Banking providers. These 
will include a mix of large fintech and incumbent suppliers alike. 

Should this be the case, those providers relying on third parties for 
the provision of complementary solutions in other steps of the value 
chain may find themselves distributing solutions from a provider that 
could be subject to a takeover by a direct competitor.  

Potential commoditization of part of the Open Banking value 
chain — APIs are core not only to Open Banking but to the modernisa-
tion of IT and operations across all industries, and the ability of compa-
nies to integrate collaboratively. This, along with the complexity 
of the challenges that the banking and trade industries are experi-
encing in their pursuit of regulatory compliance and of competitive 
advantage through Open Banking value propositions, will uphold the 
API’s proposition value and demand, in the medium term. 

Notwithstanding this, the potential vertical integration throughout the 
three steps of the Open Banking value chain in the past 12 months, and 
the observed cases of providers proposing freemium API platforms 
as a way to acquire customers and lock them into a wider range of 
services including Data Processing and Data Presentation, will likely 
have an impact. Should this become a more common occurrence, 
some parts of the Open Banking value chain are destined to become 
commoditised and it is likely that there will be an acceleration in the 
development of comprehensive Open Banking value propositions. 

A POINT OF REFERENCE 
FOR FORMULATING 
POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT 
SCENARIOS FOR THE 
INDUSTRY AND 
AS A FRAMEWORK 
FOR FURTHER FUTURE 
REFLECTIONS
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Market polarisation — the rapid growth of some dedicated providers 
and the acceleration of entry of incumbent providers from other parts 
of the technology and financial services value chain will cause an 
increase in competitive pressure. Under these conditions, superior 
capabilities, defendable proprietary functionality and technology may 
be the most viable means for smaller players to remain competitive.

Providers can achieve this by leveraging complementary services 
and solutions portfolios and commercial relationships that poten-
tially enable them to offer bundled pricing, pre-integrated technology 
platforms and well established “as-a-service” value propositions. 

In the short term this will ultimately lead to polarisation, with sin-
gle-proposition players with a national focus on the one side and 
large one-stop-shop suppliers with scale and reach on the other. 
These are likely to drive the competitive position and dynamic of 
each of them, and influence purchasing and investment decisions.  
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Arkwright is a management consulting firm offering strategy and 
advisory services to private corporations, NGOs, investors and start-
up companies. Amongst a number of different industry-dedicated 
teams, our Payments and Digital Banking practice is one of the most 
experienced globally, positioning Arkwright as a high-end specialist 
payments and digital financial services boutique.

We believe in pragmatism, meticulousness and in deep knowledge of 
the industries in which we operate. At the heart of our mission is the 
development and implementation of enduring performance improve-
ments and growth strategies, in partnership with our clients. 
 
When we founded Arkwright in 1987, we did so with a strong belief 
that clients’ sustained success requires deeper collaboration and a 
different working model than what we experienced at the time. Since 
then, our focus on deep-rooted, long-term partnerships with selective 
clients has formed the basis of our approach and helped us grow to 
what we are today: an international consultancy with Nordic roots, 
operating truly globally, from our offices in Hamburg, Oslo and Stock-
holm and with additional operational presence based in the Middle 
East and the US.
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